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Introduction:  Basin-forming impacts have
sculpted much of the lunar highland terrain, and their
overlapping distal ejecta deposits form the “mega-
regolith”.  Variations in surface morphology have
been used to identify likely contacts between ejecta
from various basins, but there has been little
opportunity to study differences in physical
properties due to age, distance from basin rim, and
perhaps target composition.  We address this issue
through new high-resolution 70-cm radar images,
which penetrate to depths of 5 m or more in the
highland regolith, thermal infrared eclipse maps, and
multi-spectral data.

Data:   We are collecting new 70-cm radar
backscatter maps using the Arecibo and Greenbank
telescopes for transmission and reception.  The
echoes are measured in both senses of circular
polarization, with a spatial resolution of ~400 m.
Typically, 6-8 looks are averaged to reduce speckle
in the final maps.  These data represent a
considerable improvement in resolution over earlier
synoptic lunar images (i.e., covering more than a few
hundred km).  Exploiting favorable librations, they
also reveal limb regions never before mapped by
radar (Fig. 1).

Given their considerable penetration depth, the
70-cm observations reflect variations in the surface
and sub-surface rock population (of order 10 cm
diameter and larger), and the regolith loss tangent.
The latter value changes dramatically for mare
basalts, which have a wide range of ilmenite content
[1].  Dielectric measurements of terra material do not
cover such a wide spectrum of compositions, so it is
not clear how important various minerals may be to
the bulk loss tangent.

Thermal infrared measurements of the lunar
surface collected during an eclipse can be used to
infer the thermal inertia, and thus the surface rock
abundance.  New lunar thermal data were collected in
2000, and have a spatial resolution of 4 km [2].
Multispectral data from Clementine are used to study
possible geochemical differences within the basin
ejecta, though the phase angle increase with latitude
hampers this analysis for the southern polar region.

South Polar Region: Fig. 2 shows a mosaic of
radar images collected for the southern lunar
highlands.  This region is of considerable interest, as
the mega-regolith is comprised of contributions from

at least the South-Pole Aitken, Australe, Nectaris,
and Orientale basins [3].

Fig. 1.  Preliminary 1-look 70-cm radar image of
Orientale basin.

On a broad scale, the 70-cm radar return declines
with basin age, with Orientale ejecta appearing
considerably brighter than SP-Aitken material.  At
the local level, differences in radar properties can be
quite sharp (e.g., near Jacobi crater), suggesting that
lateral mixing within the highlands, as elsewhere on
the Moon, has been relatively inefficient.  The
decline in radar brightness with age is consistent with
behavior observed for crater ejecta blankets, which is
attributed to degradation of even buried rocks by
regolith gardening [4].  Given the considerable age of
all basin ejecta, however, we might expect that the
near-surface regolith would have reached a common
state.  We are thus investigating other possible
mechanisms for the difference in radar properties.
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Fig. 3.  9-µm image of southern terrae; Tycho at top.

For example, Fig. 3 shows a preliminary mosaic of 9-
µm thermal eclipse images for the southern
highlands.  Younger craters are bright due to a higher
population of surface rocks, while much of the older
terrain is relatively homogeneous in appearance.  We

will use these data to constrain the range of rock
abundance across the region shown in Fig. 2, and to
thus assess the relative roles of block population and
loss tangent on the highland radar return.

This work has application to understanding
patterns of basin ejecta deposition, and to the
interpretation of similar deposits on Mars and
Mercury.
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Fig. 2.  70-cm radar image mosaic of the lunar south polar highlands.  Polar stereo projection; 0o long. at center.
Note the subtle differences in radar brightness between highland terrain associated with major basins [c.f., 3].
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